Saturday, March 22, 2014
Adelphi University Performing Arts Center
1 South Avenue, Garden City, NY 11530

4:30 to 6:00
Why is Down Syndrome Research Important?
Presenters: Dr. Michael Harpold, PhD, Dr. Xiao-Fei Kong, M.D. and Dr. Patricia White, M.D.
Concert Hall

6:15 to 7:00
Reception
Atrium

7:30 to 9:30
“Let The Angels In”
A Dance Benefit by NuBella Productions
With guest performances by dancers with Down syndrome
Producer: Juliet Dolan
Dance Theater

Dance Performance will be repeated
Sunday, March 23rd - 3:00 p.m.

Proceeds from this event will benefit Down syndrome research
(See back for details)
Symposium - Why is Down Syndrome Research Important?

Michael Harpold, PhD.
Chief Scientific Officer of the Down Syndrome Research and Treatment Foundation (DSRTF)

Dr. Harpold will address the exciting progress of research to improve cognition, including memory, learning and speech.

Xiao-Fei Kong, M.D. PhD.
Rockefeller University Sponsored Research and Program Development.

Dr. Xiao-Fei Kong’s presentation will include the difference of the immune system in Down syndrome within the framework of how the human immune system works.

Patricia White, M.D.
Director on the Board of the Research Down Syndrome (RDS) Foundation.

Dr. White will emphasize the need for support for Down syndrome research.

For full bio of the symposium presenters, please log onto www.alexandersangels.org and click on the World Down Syndrome Day logo. They will also be included in the journal.

Let The Angels In
A Down Syndrome Benefit Dance Performance
For the most beautiful and unique among us

We are, each of us, angels with just one wing, and can only fly by embracing one another
Luciano de Crescenzo (1928 - )

NuBella Productions
Juliet Dolan, Founder and Director

This is Juliet’s second Let the Angels In Benefit Performance on behalf of the Down syndrome cause. The dance production will include dancers with Down syndrome, including a return performance by Juliet’s sister Jillian.

SUPPORT JUDY’S INITIATIVE – BRING YOUR DIMES
Judy is a 15 year old young lady with Down syndrome. She has been raising dimes over the last 3 years to help grant wishes and needs to individuals with Down syndrome, for an organization called Gifts From the Heart For Downs. To date just over $167,000 has been raised. Please consider helping Judy to get to her first goal of $500,000.

LOTS OF SOCKS
DSi (Down Syndrome International) invites everyone across the world to wear LOTS OF SOCKS on 21 March 2014 to raise awareness on World Down Syndrome Day. Wear bright color socks, printed socks, 1 sock, 3 socks (for Down syndrome). Wear lots of socks and have lots of fun!!!